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The item name is listed as "Vistas, 4th Ed, Looseleaf Textbook with Supersite Code" so any
reasonable person interested in purchasing this book would assume the book would contain the
superset code however, it DOES NOT. Upon receiving this item I found out that the item was not
what had been listed and I also find out that even if the code was included with the book being used
the code would not have worked. None of that information was posted any where in regards to this
item and it should have been. Continuing when I requested to return the item the seller was
unnecessarily rude in their emails to me. I do not recommend this item to any one and I definitely do
not recommend any one purchase anything from this seller.

I needed this for my community college class and this was a very great deal. It shipped quickly and
all was great. But I received the package today and I was extremely disappointed. First off, that
picture is false. Mine came in an extremely damaged white binder. As soon as I lifted it out of the
box, all of the papers fell out of the binder. All the hole-punches were ripped. The binder had to be
thrown away from the smashed clamps and if was ripped. There is not even a super code or
anything. Pages were also not in order and there was EXTENSIVE writing on more than half the
"book".PLEASE DO NOT BUY. Save yourself the money and invest in the real deal and buy as
new. Just don't get it. Please.I'm very pissed off.

Says it comes with super site code but doesn't so don't the vistas books that say with a super site
code thinking you're going to get one.

the book is so old without binder., no access code. Bad product I wont recommended. I hate it so
bad.

DO NOT BUY!!! It falsely advertises the Supersite code. It comes in no binder, and the pages are
really beat up. They over charge you, and are not polite when you try to return the book. I spent $90
on this book, and when I got it, it came with a slip saying they bought it from someone for $26... I
can't belive the incompetence of this book company. Would not recommend it.

Super site code was not included...ended up having to buy it. Very tattered condition, had to put it in
a binder so it wouldn't fall apart.

Book was missing the last EIGHT chapters.The table of contents was altered and the appendix put
in the back of the book to make it appear as if it was a 'complete' book. It was NOT.I contacted the
seller via and their reply was "it's past the 90 day refund period"....as if that is acceptable.Until the
other class members noted they were going to chapter 11, which I discovered I did not have, (the
book normally has EIGHTEEN chapters), I had no idea it was an incomplete book...because
"someone" had the audacity to put the appendix in the back of the book (as a normal, complete
book has) and the book they sold me did not include the full index.I'd give them a minus 5 stars if I
could.I wouldn't by anything from Joy-house books again if they were the last sellers on earth.

This was a great assest for my class and it was in great condition. I had to only change out the
binder to something with a larger ring size because the one it came in was too cramped making it
hard to turn the pages. Other than that this item was as described, in great condition, arrived in
great time and the cost was reasonable considering a hard cover is 4 times more.
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